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Marcus Abrams, 17, sits outside of his house in St. Paul on Sept. 2, 2015. (PioneerMarcus Abrams, 17, sits outside of his house in St. Paul on Sept. 2, 2015. (Pioneer
Press: Holly Peterson)Press: Holly Peterson)

Metropolitan Transit police officers used excessive force in arresting an autisticMetropolitan Transit police officers used excessive force in arresting an autistic

teenager in St. Paul in 2015, according to a lawsuit filed Friday in Ramsey Countyteenager in St. Paul in 2015, according to a lawsuit filed Friday in Ramsey County

District Court that seeks $350,000 in damages.District Court that seeks $350,000 in damages.
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Lawsuit filed in arrest of autisticLawsuit filed in arrest of autistic
teenager at St. Paul light railteenager at St. Paul light rail
stationstation
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The Aug. 31, 2015, arrest of Marcus Abrams at the Lexington Parkway station inThe Aug. 31, 2015, arrest of Marcus Abrams at the Lexington Parkway station in

St. Paul triggered Black Lives Matter protests last year. St. Paul triggered Black Lives Matter protests last year. 

A response filed by the defendants in the lawsuit, the Metropolitan Council andA response filed by the defendants in the lawsuit, the Metropolitan Council and

transit officers Richard Wegner and Paul Buzicky, denies excessive ortransit officers Richard Wegner and Paul Buzicky, denies excessive or

unreasonable force was used or that Abrams’ Constitutional rights were violated.unreasonable force was used or that Abrams’ Constitutional rights were violated.

The lawsuit said Abrams, who was 17 at the time of the arrest, was body-The lawsuit said Abrams, who was 17 at the time of the arrest, was body-

slammed and beaten by the two Metro Transit officers though he was doingslammed and beaten by the two Metro Transit officers though he was doing

nothing illegal.nothing illegal.

The suit said Abrams and his friends were on their way home from work at theThe suit said Abrams and his friends were on their way home from work at the

Minnesota State Fair at about 7 p.m., Aug. 31, 2015, and they “horsed around” onMinnesota State Fair at about 7 p.m., Aug. 31, 2015, and they “horsed around” on

the light-rail platform while waiting for a train. But neither Abrams nor histhe light-rail platform while waiting for a train. But neither Abrams nor his

friends “were disorderly, assaultive, or under the influence of any alcohol orfriends “were disorderly, assaultive, or under the influence of any alcohol or

illegal substances,” the lawsuit said.illegal substances,” the lawsuit said.

A light rail train makes a stop in downtown St. Paul. (Pioneer Press: John Autey)A light rail train makes a stop in downtown St. Paul. (Pioneer Press: John Autey)

Transit officers Wegner and Buzicky saw the group and stopped their squad car,Transit officers Wegner and Buzicky saw the group and stopped their squad car,

the lawsuit said. Wegner got out and began questioning Abrams, asking if he wasthe lawsuit said. Wegner got out and began questioning Abrams, asking if he was

drunk, the lawsuit said. Wegner told Abrams he was being detained after Abramsdrunk, the lawsuit said. Wegner told Abrams he was being detained after Abrams

told the officer he didn’t have an ID, the lawsuit said.told the officer he didn’t have an ID, the lawsuit said.

Abrams did not attempt to flee, was not the legitimate suspect of any crime andAbrams did not attempt to flee, was not the legitimate suspect of any crime and

was not resisting or disobeying orders in any way, according to the lawsuit, butwas not resisting or disobeying orders in any way, according to the lawsuit, but

he does suffer from “touch sensory problems, which stem from his Autismhe does suffer from “touch sensory problems, which stem from his Autism

spectrum disorder.”spectrum disorder.”

The lawsuit said “his disabilities are readily apparent to even the most casualThe lawsuit said “his disabilities are readily apparent to even the most casual

observer.”observer.”
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Abrams told Wegner he wasn’t drunk and “politely requested” that Wegner not toAbrams told Wegner he wasn’t drunk and “politely requested” that Wegner not to

touch him, the lawsuit said.touch him, the lawsuit said.

Wegner became angry, according to the complaint, and body-slammed the St.Wegner became angry, according to the complaint, and body-slammed the St.

Paul teenager to the concrete platform, causing him to lose consciousness andPaul teenager to the concrete platform, causing him to lose consciousness and

begin to have a seizure.begin to have a seizure.

“This take-down was done strictly to punish Mr. Abrams for the perceived but“This take-down was done strictly to punish Mr. Abrams for the perceived but

imaginary affront to Wegner’s authority and had no legitimate law enforcementimaginary affront to Wegner’s authority and had no legitimate law enforcement

purpose,” the lawsuit said.purpose,” the lawsuit said.

While Abrams was shaking from his seizure, Wegner and Buzicky “delivered kneeWhile Abrams was shaking from his seizure, Wegner and Buzicky “delivered knee

strikes, punches, and used restraint techniques to handcuff Abrams mid-seizurestrikes, punches, and used restraint techniques to handcuff Abrams mid-seizure

while shouting at him to ‘stop resisting!’ ” the complaint said.while shouting at him to ‘stop resisting!’ ” the complaint said.

Abrams’ friends told the police Abrams was having a seizure, but the policeAbrams’ friends told the police Abrams was having a seizure, but the police

ignored them and pointed a Taser at the friends, ordering them to back up, theignored them and pointed a Taser at the friends, ordering them to back up, the

complaint said.complaint said.

Marcus Abrams, 17, shows a cut lip and swollen jaw after what his family says wasMarcus Abrams, 17, shows a cut lip and swollen jaw after what his family says was
unjustifiably rough treatment by Metro Transit police Monday, Aug. 31, 2015, atunjustifiably rough treatment by Metro Transit police Monday, Aug. 31, 2015, at
Lexington Parkway Station in St. Paul. (Courtesy Neenah Caldwell)Lexington Parkway Station in St. Paul. (Courtesy Neenah Caldwell)

When Abrams was finally taken to the hospital, he tested negative for alcoholWhen Abrams was finally taken to the hospital, he tested negative for alcohol

and illegal drugs, the complaint said. He suffered injuries to his mouth, head,and illegal drugs, the complaint said. He suffered injuries to his mouth, head,

face, neck, teeth, brain, torso and wrists, and is now afraid of police and suffersface, neck, teeth, brain, torso and wrists, and is now afraid of police and suffers

from anxiety and post-traumatic stress syndrome when he is near a policefrom anxiety and post-traumatic stress syndrome when he is near a police

officer, the lawsuit said.officer, the lawsuit said.

The lawsuit said the two officers “would later collude to lie about the force theyThe lawsuit said the two officers “would later collude to lie about the force they

used and the reasons for it.”used and the reasons for it.”
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Wegner was dismissed from the Metro Transit last October during hisWegner was dismissed from the Metro Transit last October during his

probationary period with the department. No reason was given for the dismissal.probationary period with the department. No reason was given for the dismissal.

In their police reports, Wegner and Buzicky wrote that Abrams resisted arrestIn their police reports, Wegner and Buzicky wrote that Abrams resisted arrest

and tried to strike Wegner. They took Abrams to the ground, and when he wasand tried to strike Wegner. They took Abrams to the ground, and when he was

kicking and trying to punch the officers, Wegner put him in a neck restraint, thekicking and trying to punch the officers, Wegner put him in a neck restraint, the

reports said.reports said.

In their response to the lawsuit, the defendants said “the reasonableness of aIn their response to the lawsuit, the defendants said “the reasonableness of a

particular use of force must be judged from the correctional officer’s perspective,particular use of force must be judged from the correctional officer’s perspective,

not Plaintiff’s of Abram’s perspective, or based on 20/20 hindsight.”not Plaintiff’s of Abram’s perspective, or based on 20/20 hindsight.”

The defendants have asked that the case be moved from state court to U.S.The defendants have asked that the case be moved from state court to U.S.

District Court.District Court.

Richard ChinRichard Chin
During his 30 years at the Pioneer Press, Richard flew on theDuring his 30 years at the Pioneer Press, Richard flew on the
Goodyear Blimp, drove the Wienermobile, was mistaken for aGoodyear Blimp, drove the Wienermobile, was mistaken for a
serial killer, appeared at a Saints game dressed as a urineserial killer, appeared at a Saints game dressed as a urine
specimen mascot costume and helped a Lutheran pastor buildspecimen mascot costume and helped a Lutheran pastor build

her coffin -- in addition to work on topics like homelessness and the Iraq war.her coffin -- in addition to work on topics like homelessness and the Iraq war.
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